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POSITION DESCRIPTION 
 

BSA/AML/OFAC Compliance Analyst 
Reports to:  BSA/AML/OFAC Officer  AP Job Code:   
Positions Supervised: None   EEO Category:   
Department:  BSA/AML/OFAC   FLSA Classification: Non-Exempt 
Date: January 2020 

 
Position Purpose:  
The Compliance Analyst is responsible for various quality control reviews and monitoring in the 
area of Bank Secrecy Act, USA Patriot Act, Anti-Money Laundering, OFAC and Customer 
Identification Program compliance using industry standard regulatory guidance sampling methods 
to ensure the Bank’s compliance efforts are maintained on a daily basis. 
 
Essential Functions and Basic Duties: 

1. Maintain proficient knowledge of applicable compliance statutes, regulations and 
interpretations. 

2. Process OFAC alerts in BSA/AML software from weekly OFAC database scan and 
periodic OFAC database scans as OFAC list is updated. 

3. Process bi-weekly 314(a) alerts in BSA/AML software. 

4. Review new accounts daily for CIP compliance. 

5. Review new commercial accounts daily for CDD/EDD completion. 

6. Input daily MSBs and other high-risk customers into BSA/AML software. 

7. Perform quarterly reviews of MSBs. 

8. Print and mail letters to MSB customers regarding required registration and/or licensing 
and notify relationship officer. 

9. Perform reviews of high-risk customers. 

10. Maintain list of high-risk customers. 

11. Review, document, and prepare initial DOEP designation and file DOEP form for 
customers to be exempt from CTR filing and ensure the DOEP designation is properly 
documented and in compliance with regulatory requirements and restrictions. 

12. Perform annual review of DOEP CTR Exempt Customers. 

13. Input suspicious activity reports from branches into BSA/AML software. 

14. Review daily alerts and suspicious activity to determine if a SAR is warranted. 

15. Review cash transactions to determine if a CTR needs to be filed. 

16. Electronically file CTRs, Designation of Exempt Persons, and SARs. 

17. Input subjects of law enforcement requests (NSLs, garnishments, levies, summons, and 
other legal processes) into BSA/AML software and review to determine if there is 
suspicious activity and if a SAR is warranted. 

18. Input blocked and rejected OFAC transactions in BSA/AML software and assign cases to 
BSA/AML/OFAC Analyst/Case Manager or BSA/AML/OFAC Officer. 

19. Maintain BSA records. 

20. Scan BSA/AML/OFAC/CIP, suspicious activity research documentation, etc. and archive 
in Case Management software. 

21. Research source documentation and transactions for suspicious activity. 

22. Scan and retain source documentation for suspicious activity cases/alerts in case 
management software. 

23. Prepare documentation for regulatory reporting as assigned within regulatory 
timeframes/deadlines. 

24. Track and monitor ongoing SAR activity and ensure that follow-up SARs are filed timely. 

25. Review and monitor wire activity for suspicious activity. 
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26. Review and monitor monetary instrument logs for suspicious activity. 

27. Review system reports, alerts, etc. 

28. Attend and complete periodic training as necessary to stay abreast of emerging 
BSA/AML/OFAC issues and BSA/AML/OFAC regulatory changes. 

29. Pull data for reports and prepare reports and submit to BSA/AML/OFAC Officer for 
monthly board reporting and quarterly Audit Committee reporting as applicable. 

30. Upload wire files into BSA/AML/OFAC software daily. 

31. Review and monitor branch teller/vault cash orders and shipments. 

32. Assist BSA/AML/OFAC Officer with gathering request list items for examinations and 
audits and answering questions from examiners and auditors. 

33. Maintain and establish reporting for any blocked or rejected OFAC transactions. 

34. Retain/maintain documentation, reports, etc. in compliance with the regulatory required 
record retention timeframes. 

35. Other duties as assigned. 

 

 

Qualifications: 

 
Education:  
1. A high school diploma or equivalent required. 
2. Associate or bachelor’s degree in relevant field preferred; education may be 

substituted with extensive banking compliance experience and knowledge. 
 

Experience: 

 At least five years experience in banking required. 

 At least five years experience in banking compliance, BSA/AML/OFAC, audit, or 
similar experience preferred. 

 
Knowledge:  

 Comprehensive knowledge of bank operations and regulations. 

 Knowledge of Federal and State laws governing banking, including laws 
applicable to money laundering, including BSA, U.S. Patriot Act, U.S. Treasury 
AML guidelines, and OFAC sanctions. 

 
 
Skills/Abilities: 

 Ability to assess risks, perform compliance audits, train employees, and rapidly 
learn software and reports. 

 Proficient in Microsoft Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, & Word. 

 Strong analytical and problem-solving skills. 

 Good written and verbal communication skills. 

 Good time management and organizational skills. 

 Detail oriented. 
 

 
Work Environment: 

Requires regular office conditions. 
Requires some travel. 

 
 
TO APPLY: 

Email your resume to jlcarter@sgbconline.com. 

mailto:jlcarter@sgbconline.com
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Ethics and Confidentiality 
Each employee should conduct himself or herself, at all times on and off the job, with 
honesty, good ethics, and integrity. 
 
The Bank and its employees must respect the privacy of Bank customers and protect the 
security and confidentiality of those customers’ personal information, in accordance with 
applicable law. 

 
This job description is not intended to be and should not be construed as an all-inclusive list of 
the responsibilities, skills, or working conditions associated with the position. While this job is 
intended to accurately reflect the position’s activities and requirements, management reserves 
the right to modify, add, or remove duties and assign other duties as necessary. 
 
 
___________________________________   _____________________ 
Employee Signature      Date 
 
 
___________________________________   _____________________ 
Supervisor Signature      Date 
 


